Synopsis.-In classical electromagnetism the electrical force acting on a charged probe or small body is operationally defined as that force which must be added to the assumedly completely observable mechanical forces to restore otherwise failing classical particle mechanics. For a large body, rigid or non-rigid, lying in empty space, we may also define a total electromagnetic ponderomotive force as that force which added to the presumably observable total mechanical force restores otherwise failing mechanics. For such a body the total electromagnetic force thus operationally defined, may be determined by applying Maxwell's stress tensor in the empty space surrounding the body.
Very generally it is believed that specifically electromagnetic ponderomotive forces, volume and surface, exist within material bodies. Presumably these electromagnetic forces are to be defined by balancing properly with the mechanical stress tensor within the body.
One may attempt to define this mechanical stress tensor through the mechanical force required to keep the strain unchanged on making a cut along an element of surface within the body. However, in an electromagnetic field the force so obtained is not derivable from a tensor.
We may define as a possible electromagnetic stress tensor any tensor whose components are functions of the field vectors, E, D, H and B, and the charge and current densities p and i, and which in empty space, i.e., where E = D, H = B, p = 0, and i = 0 reduces to Maxwell's electromagnetic stress tensor. Then we define the associated mechanical stress tensor through the vector difference between the calculated electrical surface force for the sides of the cut, and the mechanical force observed there, this difference being derivable from a tensor.
These two largely arbitrary tensors meet all the requirements of mechanics and electromagnetism and no experiment can distinguish between the validities of the various sets of such possible tensors. There is then no physically significant uniquely definable volume and surface electromagnetic ponderomotive force within a material body.
For the interior of a material body in an electric field, a net force tensor may be defined which gives the observable net volume forces, and net forces on surfaces of discontinuity. This net force tensor may be calculated from the volume energy density when such volume energy density exists. (1) giving
Experience then shows that Fe thus defined can, in a wide variety of cases, be expressed at any point in space empty except for the particle and the means for impressing the mechanical force, Fm, by the equation
where the scalar q depends on the previous preparation of the particle, and E and H are vectors in space independent of q and v, the velocity of the particle. q, E and H are thus defined by equation (3) except for a multiplicative constant which may then be fixed by some arbitrarily chosen operational definition of the unit of q. Thus these definitions of F,, q, E and H through the failure of mechanics, rest on the assumption that the mechanical forces which act on the particle are completely known, and that the means for exerting these mechanical forces may have no influence on the electromagnetic field, that is that F,, q, E and H will be independent of the particular means for effecting Fm.
The wide variety of cases referred to above can be described generally as occurring when the dimensions of the small body or particle are small enough compared to the distances from other bodies, excluding the means for impressing the force F., and when the small body is prepared so as to make q small enough.
For a large macroscopic body, rigid or non-rigid, mechanics also makes a general assertion, namely that d dtM= Fm (4) where M is the total momentum of the body, and Fm is the total impressed mechanical force, which is determinable from the observations of the strains in contacting bodies, and the gravitational action of remoter bodies.
Again in the electromagnetic field (4) fails. Again, we may define a total electromagnetic ponderomotive force, Fe, as that which restores (4) so that (6) holds if the only matter within the surface S is a finite number, though possibly very large, of such charged particles at rest. We then postulate that the Maxwell field theory is a successful "local action" theory, and that therefore (6) must hold irrespective of the actual nature of the material system within S.
We may not pass from the case of the system of charged particles to that of a continuous body by asserting that such a body may be regarded as being in any meaningful sense a very dense system of charged macroscopic particles. If we proceed to cut a macroscopic larger body into smaller and smaller macroscopic parts, we do not get particles in the sense used in previous paragraphs, because the dimensions of these individual smaller parts do not become small compared to the distance to the neighboring smaller parts. It is only when we reach the microscopic world of electrons and njxclei that this aspect of particles is reached. But at this point macroscopic mechanics loses its meaning, and with it also classical electromagnetism. Certainly, according to our present ideas of the quantum mechanics which governs the microscopic particles, electrons and nuclei, there is no "mechanical force" acting on a microscopic particle, and therefore there is no electrical ponderomotive force as defined in Section I.
The integrand in (6) is a linear vector function of the vector element of surface dS. We may speak of it then as a force fe acting on dS which is derivable from a tensor, Maxwell's symmetric stress tensor for empty space.
IV. The Mechanical Stress Tensor?-How shall we now define the electrical ponderomotive force within continuous matter? It would seem that again the definition should be through the failure of ordinary mechanics. Presumably, in an electric field, the completely recognizable mechanical forces acting on any arbitrarily chosen continuous volume within the body will not balance according to the mechanics of continuous bodies, and we must invoke a volume electrical force Fe which we thereby define to restore this balance.
But what are these completely recognizable mechanical forces? In the mechanics of continuous bodies in the absence of electromagnetic fields, it is asserted that in addition to gravitational or inertial volume forces, there is acting on each element of the bounding surface, dS, of the volume, a force, -fm dS impressed by the contiguous matter,' and that this system of forces is derivable from a mechanical stress tensor, which is a function of the strains in the material. From the way this stress tensor is used in deriving the equations of mechanics, we may conclude that a meaningful operational definition of these mechanical forces is as follows.
Make a physical cut in the material along an element of surface. Introduce means for keeping the strains in the material on both sides of the cut the same as they were before the cut was made. Then the force introduced by these means is the force -fm dS I. Consider a volume V, in a material, surrounded by a closed surface S*. We now make a thin cut all along S*, leaving a thin shell of empty space within which there will be an electric field E*, figure 1. If the means used \ \ \ for impressing the forces -fm dS I FIGURE 1 do not introduce charges, then E* is related to the fields E and D within the material at S* by the relations E* * dS* = D * dS*
[E* X dS*] = [E X dS*I.
(8) Now the volume V, bounded by the shell of empty space along S* is an isolated body acted on by the purely mechanical external forces -fm I dS* | in the sense of Section III, and we may apply the equation (6) giving ffJs 8 (2E*E*dS* -E*2dS*) = -f -fidS*1-Fm (9) where presumably the right-hand member of (9) of dS*, f.IdS*I = 8(2E*E*.dS* -E*2 dS*), as the orientation of dS* 8w
is changed, the bounding walls of the cut must also change, and we may not conclude that f,IdS*j is a linear vector function of dS*. In fact, applying equations (7) and (8) (9) is then zero, and therefore so also must be that component of the integral of -fmIdS*l of (9) and (10). (6) The appearance of these surface electrical forces suggests that there may be a way out of the dilemma presented by the fact that the mechanical forces which must be introduced in a cut to keep the strain unchanged, are not derivable from a tensor. We may say that on making the cut, we introduce new electrical ponderomotive forces, namely the surface force3 which are related to and calculable from the volume electrical forces. W may say then that the mechanical forces -fm dS*I which are introduced into the cut must compensate for the surface electrical forces as well as take the place of the contiguous material in keeping the strain what it was before the cut was made. We might expect that after allowing for the surface electrical force, f, dS* |, the remaining mechanical force, (-fm + fc) dS* I, will be derivable from a tensor.
We are led then to a tentative circular kind of definition of the mechanical stress tensor and volume electrical ponderomotive force. The mechanical forces -fm dS* in a cut are observed. Then the volume electrical force, Fe is such as leads to surface forces f, dS* which make (-fm + fe) dS* derivable from a tensor, and such that for any continuous volume, and bounding surface S*, Jf,ff F,dV+ ff ff.dS*I = -ff -fmIdS*HlFm. (11) forces, Fe, with related surface force fe dS may be found which will satisfy (11) and which will make (-fm + f,) dS* derivable from a tensor. For this we may take any tensor whose components are functions of the field vectors, E, D, and the scalar charge density, p, and material parameters, such as density or dielectric constant, and which in empty space, where E = D, and p = 0, and the material parameters reduce to the appropriate values, becomes identical with Maxwell's electrical stress tensor. Then the divergence of this tensor gives a valid electrical volume force.
MaxwelL's stress tensor itself, for empty space, by equation (6) ignation of electrical parts and mechanical parts of such net forces is without meaning.
VII. The Net Stress Tensor and Energy Density.-It is clear that all the information which can be verified concerning the ponderomotive forces on a medium is contained in a knowledge of the field vectors E and D, and of the net force -fm dS at a cut, for all orientations of the cut, and at all points in the medium.
From equation (10) modified to include the application of net externally applied volume forces F, we have ffJw -8 (2E*E*dS* -E*2dS*)+fmIdS* = FdV. (21) It follows then that the integrand on the left of (21) defines a tensor which we call the net stress tensor.
If the matter in question has an electromechanical energy density function, u, then fm and the net stress tensor may be determined therefrom, but they also have meaning independently of the existence of such a function. To get the net mechanical volume force, F, which must be introduced to hold a given volume, V, within the medium in equilibrium, we then have (21) which we rewrite as (26) n Measurements made in this laboratory attempting to establish whether or not ammonia was a component of the earth's atmosphere required the remeasurement in the laboratory of the fundamental bands in the ammonia spectrum. It was found, notably in the bands P2 and V4, that the spectra were appreciably better resolved than in earlier attempts and it has therefore seemed of interest to look at these again with some care. Measure-
